Social psychology, Health, and the Life course (SHeL) Workshop
Fall, 2008

Sep 5  Jason Cummings and Tiffani Saunders
       Race, Ethnicity, Parental Stress and Health: Understanding Status Variations in Stress Exposure

Sep 12 Grimshaw Lecture on Sep 11; workshop will not meet

Sep 19 Tim O’Brien and Oren Pizmony-Levy
       How Framing Knowledge Matters: Academic Advocacy and the Case of Public Sociology

Sep 26 Amy Binder colloquium; workshop will not meet

Oct 3  Elizabeth Armstrong

Oct 10 Tamara Leech, Butler University

Oct 17 Scott Schieman, University of Toronto

Oct 24 Scott Feld, Purdue University

Oct 31 Sibyl Kleiner

Nov 7  Abigail Sewell

Nov 14 Jill Suitor, Purdue University

Nov 21 Bill Pridemore, IUB, Criminal Justice
       Increasing vulnerability: The homeless, alcohol, and mortality in Russia

Nov 28 Thanksgiving break

Dec 5  Steve Benard

Dec 12 Richard Spano, IUB, Criminal Justice
       Disentangling the effects of violent victimization and violent behavior on gun carrying for minority inner city youth living in extreme poverty